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1. Introduction 

The electricity price tend to be very volatile due to weather conditions, fuel price, economic 

growth and many others factors [1]. As a consequence, electricity markets participants face 

high risks in bilateral contracts and short-term market. With regard to short-term market, 

generators sell energy at variable pool prices while their fuel cost are fixed. Also, 

distributors supply energy to most of their costumers at an annual fixed tariff, but they have 

to purchase electricity at a variable pool price. Then, a reliable tool to forecast electricity 

price is absolutely crucial for risk management in energy markets. 

Many papers have proposed hybrid models to energy price prediction. The benefit of the 

hybrid model is to combine strengths of the techniques providing a robust model capable of 

capturing the nonlinear nature of the complex time series, producing more accurate 

forecasts. Reference [2] provides a hybrid methodology that combines both ARIMA and 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models for predicting short-term electricity prices. In [3], a 

novel technique to forecast day-ahead electricity prices is presented based on Self-

Organizing Map neural network (SOM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) models. 

Reference [4] proposes a novel price forecasting method based on wavelet transform 

combined with ARIMA and GARCH model.  

The major data mining functions that are developed in research communities include 

summarization, association, prediction and clustering. This work deals with the energy 

price prediction problem multi-step-ahead in the Brazilian market. The ARIMA model is 

used to predict the variables that affect the short-term energy price (exogenous input), 

instead of predicting the energy price directly as in [2]. The results obtained with the 
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methodology proposed are compared with the traditional ARIMA techniques. The historical 

data are from January 2006  to December 2009. 

Some papers have already proposed the use of exogenous input to predict the energy price 

[5,6].  However, no work has been reported so far with energy price prediction models for 

the Brazilian market. Regarding the Brazilian market, most of the papers deal with risk 

analysis, optimal contract portfolio, and load prediction [7,8,9,10]. The main contribution of 

this chapter lies in the application of energy price forecasting methodologies applied to the  

Brazilian market, which adopts the tight pool model with unique characteristics of energy 

price behavior. 

Another contribution of this study is to consider price spikes in the data base, and treat them 

equally as the normal prices. A price that is much higher than the normal price is usually 

considered as price spike. Most energy price forecast methods remove price spikes as noise 

and deal only with the normal prices, or build two different prediction models separately 

for both normal prices and spikes [5,11,12].  

The next sections of this chapter are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main 

features and peculiarities of the Brazilian electricity market. The proposed methodology and 

important aspects of data-preparation are addressed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the 

results and Section 5 presents the main conclusions. 

2. The Brazilian System 

The Brazilian System system has an installed capacity of 91GW where 82% corresponds to 

hydro generation, 15.2% to thermal generation, 2.19% to nuclear power and only 0.64% 

corresponds to biomass and wind generation [13].  

The hydro system is characterized by large reservoirs with multi-year regulation capacity, 

arranged in complex cascades over several river basins. 

Brazil still has an undeveloped hydro potential of 145,000 MW. Then, it is expected that the 

system remains predominantly hydro in the future. 

The country is fully interconnected by a 80,000 km meshed grid, with voltages levels from 

230 kV to 765 kV ac, plus two 600 kV dc links connecting the binational Itaipu hydro power 

plant to the main grid. 

The National System Operator (ONS) is responsible to operate, supervise and control power 

generation and transmission grid in the Brazilian system. The Electrical Energy 

Commercialization Chamber (CCEE) is the body responsible for energy market transactions, 

such bilateral and short-term market contracts. 

The Brazilian National Interconnected System (SIN) has four geoelectric submarkets 

organized by regions: North, Northeast, South and Center-west/Southeast. These markets 

can import/export energy from/to each other. 
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2.1. Tight Pool model 

In general, there are two types of power pool arrangements: loose pool and tight pool. In the 

loose pool model there is no common dispatch center and each company in the group has its 

own dispatch center. The generation dispatch is carried out through auctions where 

generators and demand agents bid for price and quantities. Then, agents are paid at the 

same price, the market-clearing price, defined by the equilibrium between supply and 

demand. 

In a tight pool model the generation dispatch is centralized by an Independent System 

Operator (ISO) in order to maximize the energy production by the system as a whole. The 

Brazilian system adopts the tight pool model with the dispatch centralized by the ONS due 

to the predominance of the hydro generation. This model is adopted to make efficient use of 

hydroelectric reservoir. The water is stored during the “wet” years (favorable inflow energy) 

in order to increase energy production in the dry years, reducing the generation from 

thermal power plants.  

In the Brazilian model, hydro plants are dispatched with basis on their expected 

opportunity costs (“water values”) calculated by a multi-stage stochastic optimization 

model (Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming - SDDP) considering several inflow 

scenarios with uncertainties [14].  

The SDDP model minimizes the marginal price of the system operation considering the 

immediate benefit of using water in the reservoirs (immediate cost) and the future benefits 

of its storage (future cost), measured in terms of the economy expected by the use of fuel in 

thermal units [15]. Then, the spot price used in the short-term market is not calculated from 

the equilibrium between demand and supply, but from the Lagrange multipliers  of the 

stochastic dispatch model instead. 

2.2. Short-term spot market 

Wholesale energy markets have a structure organized by a long term market (forward or 

bilateral contracts) and a spot market. In long term contracts sellers and buyers of energy 

negotiate freely the terms of volume, price and duration. A spot market represents the short 

term 24-hour look-ahead market condition in which prices and generation dispatch are 

defined.  

Since generators and loads does not bid prices in the Brazilian market, the market settlement 

is an accounting procedure controlled by CCEE, given by the difference between the energy 

produced and the energy volumes registered in financial forward contracts. 

Positive or negative differences are settled in the spot market through the spot price, which 

is named PLD (Settlement Price for the Differences). Figure 1 illustrates this 

commercialization process. The PLD price is determined by a stochastic optimization model 

and is limited by a minimum and maximum price. It is computed on a weekly basis for each 
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load level (low, medium and high) in each submarket (North, Northeast, Center-

west/Southeast and South). 

 

 

Figure 1. Commercialization process in the Spot Market [17]. 

2.3. Exogenous input 

In general, forecasting loads and prices in the wholesale markets are mutually intertwined 

activities since the main variable that drives the price is the power demand [16]. For this 

reason, the demand has been the most commonly examined explanatory variable in price 

forecasting studies. However, the Brazilian market is a tight pool model with no price bids 

from producers and consumers. The Brazilian short-term energy price (PLD) is obtained 

from optimization models. Then the demand does not respond to energy price variations. 

On the other side, the Brazilian short-term energy price is strongly dependent on the water 

level and inflow energy in reservoirs of the hydropower plants, since hydroelectric 

generation is predominant in Brazil. The result is that Brazilian short-term energy price is 

very volatile and dependent on the system’s hydrological conditions.  

Table 1 shows the exogenous input used in this study to forecast the short-term electricity 

price to the Brazilian market. These inputs are selected based on the methodology used by 

the Brazilian Independent System Operator. According to then, the most important 

variables involved in the computation of the PLD are variables related to hydrological 

conditions, system power load and fuel prices of thermal units [17].  

 

Exogenous Input Definition Unit

HyGen Total hydro generation MWmed 

TherGen Total thermal generation MWmed 

Load System power load MWmed 

StEn Stored energy in reservoirs % MLT* 

InEn Inflow energy in reservoirs % MLT* 

Table 1. Exogenous Input (*MLT: long-term average - historical average of 79 years) 
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Figure 2 shows linear correlation graphs of the input attributes from the proposed hybrid 

model to South region. It is possible to note that the variables do not exhibit a linear relation 

between them, which justifies its use in the prediction with hybrid model. The same 

behavior was observed to the other regions. 

 
 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Linear correlation graphs of the input attributes from the proposed hybrid model to South 

region. 
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Figure 3 shows the behavior of PLD, storage energy and inflow energy from May 2006 

through April 2007 to the Center-west/Southeast region. 

This region is characterized by two distinct seasons: dry, which falls between May and 

November, and wet, which falls between December and April. 

During the dry season the inflow energy is lower, and tends to increase during the wet 

season. Stored energy also presents this behavior with a delayed relationship. Also, PLD 

tends to be higher during the dry season due to the use of the thermal power plants. 

The strong relationship between these variables reinforces the need to use then as 

exogenous input to forecast the short-term electricity price to the Brazilian market. 

 

Figure 3. Relationship between PLD, stored energy and inflow energy. 

3. Proposed hybrid model 

The behavior of the short-term energy price may not be easily captured by stand-alone 

models since time series data may include a variety of characteristics such as seasonality and 

heteroskedasticity. A hybrid model having both linear and nonlinear modeling abilities 

could be a good alternative for predicting energy price data. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of 

the proposed hybrid model. The main steps of the algorithm are presented below and the 

details will be discussed next. This study uses the data mining software SPSS Clementine to 

develop and test the proposed methodology [18]. 

Step 1. Create a large data base composed by historical data of the short-term energy price 

and the attributes that affect the short-term energy pricing – exogenous input (Ui): 

stored energy, inflow energy, hydro generation, thermal generation and power load. 

These are the exogenous input.  
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Step 2. Forecast the linear relationship of the exogenous input (Ui) 12-steps-ahead (12 

weeks ahead) with the ARIMA model.  

Step 3. Apply PCA and Balacing in data preparation process to reduce the dimension of 

the input vectors and choose the better learning set before training the first ANN. 

Step 4. Forecast the non-linear relationship from the exogenous input (Ui) 12-steps-ahead 

(12 weeks ahead) with the ANN model.  

Step 5. Apply again the PCA and Balacing in data preparation process to the second ANN. 

Step 6. Forecast the short-term energy price 12-steps-ahead (12 weeks ahead) with the 

ANN model.  

 

 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the proposed hybrid model. 

3.1. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 

The ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) model predicts a value in a 

response time series as a linear combination of its own past values, past errors, and current 

and past values of other time series [19]. 

An ARIMA model, usually referred as ARIMA (p,d,q), can be described by equation (1): 

        P q p dy k  0 q q q V k         (1) 

where p and q are the order of the parameters  and  respectively, 0 is the model constant 

and the operator q-p delays the sample of p steps. d is the differencing operator given by: 

 D  1  q 1–   (2) 

The ARIMA modeling approach involves the following four steps: model identification, 

parameter estimation, diagnostic checking and forecast future outcomes based on the 

known data. Identification of the general form of a model includes appropriate differencing 

of the series to achieve stationary and normality. Then, the temporal correlation structure of 
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the transformed data is identified by examining its autocorrelation (ACF) and partial 

autocorrelation (PACF) functions [20]. 

The second step is the estimation, which can be done using an iterative procedure to 

minimize the prediction error, such as least square method [21]. 

The third step is the diagnostic checking to investigate the adequacy of the model. Tests for 

white noise residuals (uncorrelated and normally distributed around a zero mean) indicate 

whether the residual series contains additional information that might be utilized by a more 

complex model. The last step is forecast future outcomes based on the known data.  

3.2. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

Neural networks are flexible computing frameworks for modeling a broad range of 

nonlinear problems [22]. It can be considered a black box that is able to predict an output 

pattern when it recognizes a given input pattern. ANN makes no prior assumptions 

concerning the data distribution. A neural network can be trained by the historical data of a 

time series in order to capture the characteristics of this time series. The model parameters 

(connection weights and node biases) will be adjusted iteratively by a process of minimizing 

the forecast errors. The algorithm used in this work is the Backpropagation algorithm and 

the ANN architecture is the multilayer perceptron (multilayer feed-forward network). This 

neural network is widely used and consists of an input layer, hidden layers and an output 

layer of neurons.  

3.3. Data preparation 

The historical data used to create the database are available on Brazilian Electrical Energy 

Commercialization Chamber website [17] and in the National System Operator website [13]. 

The exogenous input data were on a daily basis and the PLD data was on a weekly basis. 

Thus, all data was first standardized to a weekly basis, consuming a lot of effort. Then, a 

large database was constructed for each one of the four submarkets (North, Northeast, 

South and Center-west/Southeast) for the period from April 2001 to December 2009. 

The variables used to create the database to each submarket are the PLD as the goal 

attribute, and the exogenous input as input variables (total hydro and thermal generation, 

system power load, stored energy and inflow energy in reservoirs). Figure 5 shows the time 

series data to the South region. 

In data mining, the data set is usually cleaned before applying forecasting algorithms. It 

means that price spikes (outliers) are usually removed as noise to avoid very large 

forecasting errors introduced by the outliers. In this work, we chose not to eliminate any 

noise or discrepant samples. The decision was to create an estimation model also capable to 

map price spikes since they have significant impact on the electricity market. The idea is that 

the prediction model can be used in a risk analysis tool, where the exact value of the energy 

price is not as important as its rage of variation. 
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The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique is applied to reduce the dimension of 

the input vectors eliminating data highly correlated (redundant) [23]. In addition, analysis of 

rare events is performed since some pattern occurs less often than others. As an example, 

Figure 6 shows the histogram of the PLD series. Most price scenarios are very low and only 

a few are high.  However, models built with neural networks algorithms are very sensitive 

to imbalanced data sets. Then, balancing data sets is necessary to equilibrate the bias in the 

learning process [24].  

 

Figure 5. Time series data to South region. 
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Figure 6. Histogram of the PLD series to South region. 

4. Results 

The proposed hybrid model was applied to the Brazilian electricity market. Several tests 

were made to identify the neural network architecture that produces best generalization 

accuracy for each attribute (short-term energy price PLD, hydro generation, thermal 

generation, power load, stored energy and inflow energy in reservoirs) varying the number 

of hidden layers and number of neurons. Best results were obtained with the ANN 

configuration presented in Table 2, using hyper tangent function in all layers. The same 

architecture is used to predict the PLD to all regions (North, Northeast, South and Center-

west/Southeast). The data set is divided considering the training set with 80% of the data 

and the test set with the remaining 20% of the data. 

 

Layers Number of Neurons

Input layer 5 

Hidden layer 1 20 

Hidden layer 2 15 

Hidden layer 3 10 

Output layer 1 

Table 2. Artificial Neural Networks Architecture. 

The results are compared with the ARIMA traditional techniques. Some accuracy measures 

commonly used are employed in this study to analyze the results: the mean square error 

(MSE), standard deviation and linear correlation. Table 3 gives a statistical comparison of 

the short-term energy price prediction obtained from the ARIMA and the hybrid model for 

each region with both training and test set. The hybrid model provides better results for 

both training and test set, with lower error, lower standard deviation and higher linear 

correlation.  
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North region 

 ARIMA Hybrid 

Mean Square Error 18.78 10.589 

Standard Deviation 22.37 15.719 

Linear Correlation 0.894 0.987 

Northeast region 

 ARIMA Hybrid 

Mean Square Error 13.12 10.587 

Standard Deviation 23.39 21.231 

Linear Correlation 0.915 0.964 

Center-west / Southeast region 

 ARIMA Hybrid 

Mean Square Error 11.33 8.292 

Standard Deviation 22.65 11.305 

Linear Correlation 0.942 0.995 

South region 

 ARIMA Hybrid 

Mean Square Error 13.308 11.048 

Standard Deviation 26.489 14.754 

Linear Correlation 0.935 0.98 

 

 

 

Table 3. Performance of the proposed hybrid model. 

 

 

Figure 7 shows the absolute error obtained for the ARIMA model and the hybrid model to 

regions North, Northeast, Center-west/Southeast and South. The hybrid model presented 

superior results. It is important to mention that better results were obtained applying the 

proposed methodology to predict energy prices with less steps-ahead. However, for 

practical issues related to the Brazilian market design, which has unique features, the 

prediction to 12-steps ahead (12 weeks) is more suitable to risk management practices. 
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Figure 7. Absolute error obtained for ARIMA and Hybrid model. 

 

 

Figure 8. Short-term energy price observed and predicted by the ARIMA and hybrid model to South 

region. 
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Figure 8 shows the observed and predicted short-term energy price (PLD) obtained from the 

ARIMA and hybrid model to South region. The results show that the hybrid model 

produces better predictions than the ARIMA model. Also, the proposed hybrid model has a 

strong ability of predicting spikes. Note that this accuracy is obtained with serious 

insufficient data containing spikes, and spikes are caused by many stochastic events that 

cannot be entirely considered in the model. Furthermore, the price prediction is being made 

to 12-steps ahead (12 weeks), which represents a considerable time. For these reasons, we 

can say that the results are sufficiently good.  

5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, a hybrid model combining ARIMA and ANN with exogenous input is proposed 

for short-term energy price prediction in the Brazilian market. The ARIMA model is used to 

predict the variables that affect the short-term energy price (exogenous input), instead of 

predicting the energy price directly. This methodology is encouraged by the way energy price is 

computed in the Brazilian market by National System Operator. The exogenous input are: stored 

energy, inflow energy, hydro generation, thermal generation and power load. These are the most 

important attributes involved in the computation of the short-run marginal cost. 

After the time series of the exogenous input are predicted, a second ANN is used to forecast the 

energy price multi-step ahead (12-weeks-ahead). In order to guarantee ANN generalization 

capacity, a data preparation process is first applied, which includes Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) and balancing (analysis of rare patterns of occurrences). Software SPSS 

Clementine was used to develop and test the proposed methodology. The results obtained with 

the proposed methodology are compared with the ARIMA traditional techniques. 

The results show that the proposed hybrid method performs the short-term electricity price 

prediction 12- steps ahead with high accuracy. This work provides a valuable contribution 

for price forecasting in the Brazilian market that can help market participants in their risk 

management practices. 
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